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This paper examines the characteristics of effective professional
development (PD). It discusses the change process in a system and how it
applies to an educational setting, including teacher practice and student
achievement. This study uses a survey, interviews, and student benchmark
assessment data to assess the influence of PD on a district. Four main themes
surfaced from the research in this study: past experiences mold beliefs and
practices, coherence throughout a system clarifies expectations, individualized
professional learning leads to authentic change in practice, and professional
development influences the entire system.
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Introduction
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) was
signed by President Johnson in order “to strengthen and improve educational
quality and educational opportunities in the nation’s elementary and secondary
schools (ESEA, 1965).” Since the release of A Nation at Risk in 1983, American
educators have been under scrutiny as it highlighted issues with American
education (United States). It was not until ESEA’s reinstatement in 2001 through
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) that the term “professional development” became
officially defined by the government (No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 2002).
Recently, the definition has been further clarified in Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) signed by President Obama in 2015 (ESSA, 2015). Fluctuation in the
nation’s educational needs over the past 53 years indicate a need for continuous
evolvement of professional development for educators.

Literature Review
There are huge discrepancies between teachers’ and local education
agency leaders’ views on professional development (PD). According to the study
Teachers Know Best: Teachers’ Views on Professional Development (Gates,
2014), teachers gave lesson observations a zero percent-satisfactory rate in
contrast to 84% of leaders who felt they needed more lesson studies in PD.
Current Professional Learning Community (PLC) structure received a negative
45 percent-satisfactory rate from teachers. Whereas, 74% of local educational
leaders believed more PLCs would assist professional growth. Based on this
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survey, it is obvious that teachers’ needs and administrators’ wants are not
compatible.
School systems have a great responsibility to seek out and provide PD
opportunities for their teachers. It is important to remember that teachers’ needs,
like those of their students, vary. Traditional PD, such as workshops and
conferences, have many drawbacks. Typically, these experiences require less
time commitment and little or no accountability, resulting in a lower influence on
teaching practice (Bayar, 2014). As discovered in Gates’ research, the
structures in place for PD, like PLCs and coaching, are no longer helping
teachers meet the needs of their students. In fact, only 29% of educators are
highly satisfied with the current PD models.
Teachers voice their desired PD experiences as being relevant,
interactive, sustained over time, delivered by a fellow teacher and one that treats
teachers like professionals (Gates, 2014). The reality of traditional PD
counteracts this image. It tends to be a passive learning experience, meaning
that teachers are typically reading about resources and strategies independently
or participating in one-time workshops or trainings. Both of these activities build
awareness and knowledge but have little to no effect on instruction.
In order to influence teacher practice, authentic PD should consist of
multiple-session workshops and trainings that include active learning and expand
over time. To further influence teacher theories and assumptions, professional
learning should take place on-the-job in a collaborative environment where
teachers learn through experiences and reflection. These forms of active
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learning create lasting changes in the classroom (Stewart, 2014). Professional
development has often worked under the assumption that teachers will return to
their classrooms after attending conferences and workshops and replicate their
newfound strategies (Girvan, Conneely, & Tangney, 2016). This is not
particularly true. Simply changing what a teacher knows is not enough.
Teachers must mirror that change in their practice.
Influencing Teacher Practice
Lippitt’s Managing Complex Change model (1987) illustrates how effective
change occurs. She identified five key attributes in her model: vision, skills,
incentives, resources, and action plan (Figure 1). If one attribute is missing,
change will not occur. For example, if there is no shared vision, there will be
confusion. If the required skills are not present, there will be anxiety. If there is
not incentive, there will be gradual change. If there are not resources, there will
be frustration. If there is no action plan, there will be false starts. For every
missing piece, there is an alternate, less desirable outcome.

Figure 1. Managing Complex Change Model (Lippitt, 1987)
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Later, this model was modified to include a sixth element, consensus. Without it,
there will be sabotage (Knoster, 1991). Thoughtful and intentional planning that
encompasses each of the attributes is necessary for authentic change.
Guskey’s model for teacher change (1985) suggests that teachers’ beliefs
only change after the student performance changes. He breaks the change
process down into four phases: attends staff development, changes in teachers’
classroom practice, changes in student learning outcomes, and changes in
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Guskey’s Model of Teacher Change (Guskey, 1985, p.58)
Teachers’ beliefs and attitudes derive from their personal educational
experiences and prior knowledge. For most educators, changing their beliefs
and attitudes requires overwhelming evidence to the contrary (Opfer & Pedder,
2015). Learning Forward’s cycle for professional learning and student results
(Crow & Killion, 2012) does not address the change in teachers’ beliefs and
attitudes. Instead, they believe that standards-based professional learning yields
changes in teacher knowledge, skills and dispositions. Which then leads to
changes in practice and ultimately changes in student results.
When providing PD grounded in Guskey’s (1985) model, he suggests
considering three principles. First, change is a slow, difficult, and gradual
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process for teachers. Many times, teachers are reluctant to modify their practice
because of the magnitude of the change. Beginning with subtle changes help
teachers gain momentum in the process. Second, teachers need to receive
regular feedback on student learning outcomes. Providing actionable feedback
on student learning progress will motivate teachers to continue, or tweak, their
evolving practice. Third, continued support and follow-up are necessary after
initial training. Teachers benefit from continuous guidance and direction while
maintaining fidelity. Professional development is a process. Very few teachers
are able to return to the classroom after a staff development and make
immediate changes to their instruction (Guskey, 1985; Guskey 1991). Joyce and
Showers (as cited in Adey, 2004) reported that it takes at least 30 hours for a
teacher to master a new technique. Incorporating a trial period of implementation
and coaching after initial trainings provide teachers with the support needed for
growth.
The Q.E.D. Foundation, which stands for Quod Erat Demonstrandum or
“that which was to be demonstrated,” is a non-profit organization whose efforts
primarily focus on transforming learning. One of their resources, the
Transformational Change Model: School Level (2012) looks at the progression of
23 indicators of learning environments across traditional, transitional, and
transformational strata. Specifically, PD evolves from recertification hours, to
professional learning communities, to a community of practice/collaborative
inquiry. Maintaining recertification hours simply addresses making changes to
current practice. Professional learning communities is a transitional phase that
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aims to change current practices in attempt to improve outcomes. Obtaining a
community of practice/collaborative inquiry is transformational in that it changes
both current practices and outcomes. In order to reach transformational PD,
there must be a shared vision among all stakeholders (Reynolds, Murrill, & Whitt,
2006; Watson, 2014). Senge believes a shared vision encourages people to
excel and learn because the want to, not because they are told to (Smith, 2001).
Effective Professional Development
The National Partnership for Excellence and Accountability in Teaching
(NPEAT) has established nine standards of effective professional development:
1. Focuses on what students are to learn and on how to address the
different problems students may have in learning the material.
2. Bases on analyses of the differences between actual student
performance and goals and standards for student learning.
3. Involves teachers in the identification of what they need to learn and in
the development of the learning experiences in which they will be
involved.
4. Is primarily school-based and built into the work of teachers.
5. Organizes around collaborative problem solving.
6. Is continuous and ongoing, involving follow-up and support for further
learning.
7. Incorporates the evaluation of multiple sources of information on
student learning and the processes involved in implementing the
professional development lessons.
6

8. Provides opportunities to gain an understanding of the theory
underlying the knowledge and skills learned.
9. Connects to a comprehensive change process focused on improving
student learning (Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, & Birman, 2002).
These provide the foundation for creating an influential PD experience for
educators.
Through 20 years of experience in researching and facilitating PD in the
Caribbean and Indonesia, Adey (2004) notes three main lessons learned: 1)
changing teacher practice takes time, 2) there is no substitute for human
interaction, and 3) you must get into schools if you want to change what is
happening in schools. The experiential approach to PD encompasses all of
these by engaging educators in an experience that is collaborative, reflective,
active, and sustained over a period of time. In a study on the effects of
experiential professional development, researchers discovered that teachers
were more likely to change their practice when they were able to make small
changes over time. This methodology allows teachers to observe and
collaborate with colleagues, plan and try new strategies with support, and reflect
and refine personal practice, thus encouraging genuine change in their practice
(Girvan et al., 2016).
Likewise, the participants in Brown and Militello’s study believe that PD
should “sustain a focus over time, expose teachers to actual practices as
opposed to descriptions of practice, concentrate on curriculum and instruction,
and provide opportunities for teachers to collaborate with one another” (Brown &
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Militello, 2016, p.723). Supporting these claims, other studies have found that
collective participation, content focus, opportunities for practice, feedback,
personal reflection, and duration of the PD activity all affect teacher learning and
practice (Haslam & Seremet, 2001; Clark, 2016). Ongoing development includes
continuously planning, implementing, reflecting, and refining in order to advance
teacher practice and change student learning outcomes (Girvan et al., 2016).
Specifically, in a study on maintaining curriculum fidelity by LaChausse, Clark,
and Chapple (2013), it was apparent that a one-time, two-day training did not
achieve the intended outcome. Rather, an initial two-day training, followed by
online teacher training, job-embedded practice with follow-up including feedback,
and technical assistance led to improved curriculum fidelity.
Much like experiential professional development, collaborative Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) engages teachers in both individual and group
learning. Steeg and Lambson (2015) designed reading-focused PD around five
components: directed experiences/ demonstration lessons, book study, textbook/
curriculum explorations, “Try its”, and case studies. Each of these allowed
teachers to engage in individual reflection as well as group discussion around
content and strategies. By having a direct connection between the PD and their
classroom practice, teachers were able to grow in their knowledge,
understanding, and classroom practice over time. Collaborative CPD had
positive impacts for teachers including enhancing pedagogical knowledge,
greater commitment to changing practice, desire to work collaboratively, and
willingness for observation and receiving feedback. Alongside an increase in
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student performance, there were noticeable improvements in student motivation,
responses to questions, and organization of work. According to this study,
collaborative CPD was proven to positively influence student learning
(Cordingley, Bell, Rundell, & Evans, 2003). Guskey (1991) reiterates the
importance of collaboration and working in teams as it provides opportunities for
everyone to offer input and advice during planning, implementation, and followup or reflection.
A key factor in shifting teacher practice is administration. Principals hold
great power when it comes to selecting PD, supporting teacher growth, and
improving academic performance for students. However, professional growth is
a collaborative effort and must be a priority by teachers, school-level leadership,
and district-level leadership (Brown & Militello, 2016; Zimmerman, 2003).
Guskey (2003) researched and analyzed thirteen lists of the
characteristics of effective PD. In his study, he found that the most frequently
mentioned characteristic amongst them was the enhancement of teachers’
content and pedagogic knowledge. Teachers want to understand their content
more deeply and ways they can help their students learn. The other
characteristics recorded by Desimone et al. (2002) of effective professional
development also included in Guskey’s list analysis: driven by analysis of actual
student performance and goals (ranked tenth), based on teachers’ identified
needs (ranked ninth), job-embedded (ranked thirteenth), promotes collegiality
and collaboration (ranked third), continuous and involves follow-up support
(ranked twelfth), based on multiple research-based sources (ranked fifteenth),
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provides opportunities for theoretical understanding (ranked seventeenth), and
provides for a change process (ranked nineteenth). He concludes, “There
appears to be little agreement among professional development researchers or
practitioners about the criteria for ‘effectiveness’” (p.749). However, all PD
should have the ultimate goal of improving student learning outcomes.
Influencing Student Achievement
Hattie (2012) spent more than fifteen years researching student learning.
In his synthesis of 1,400 meta-analyses, including over 300 million students and
over 30,000 studies, he has discovered what influences student achievement.
His research groups the meta-analyses into the following categories: classroom,
teacher, teaching, student, curricula, home, and school. Hattie has included
influences from class size, to parent income, to homework, to using mnemonics,
to pre-term birth weight. Using a “hinge-point” of 0.4 to denote one-years
expected growth, his calculations indicate that there are just as many metaanalyses with a negative impact on student learning as those with a positive
impact on student learning. According to the Barometer of Influence, anything
with an effect size greater than 0.4 has a greater-than-average impact on student
learning. For example, strategies such as providing feedback, scaffolding, and
facilitating classroom discussion have a great influence on student achievement.
Anything with an effect size less than 0.4 has a less-than-average or even a
negative impact on student learning. For example, use of PowerPoint, boredom,
types of testing, retention, and use of worked examples all have a less than 0.4
effect size (Hattie, 2012; Visible Learning Plus, 2017). Providing effective PD in
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areas with high effect sizes and discouraging those in areas that have low or
negative impacts would improve student academic success.
Evaluating Professional Development
Killion (2018) discusses the different purposes of evaluation. One
purpose is to measure the overall effectiveness of the PD, including the merit,
worth, and impact. Another is to facilitate improvements to an existing program.
This looks specifically at the program’s strengths and weaknesses as well as its
benefits and problems. You may also use evaluations to generate knowledge or
provide accountability within a system. The purpose of evaluation depends on
the needs of the system, and be viewed as a critical, systematic component of
the process.
Good evaluations “require thoughtful planning, the ability to ask good
questions, and a basic understanding of how to find valid answers. What’s more,
they can provide meaningful information that you can use to make thoughtful,
responsible decisions about professional development processes and effects”
(Guskey, 2002, p.46). According to Guskey, there are five levels of PD
evaluation: participants’ reactions, participants’ learning, organization support
and change, participants’ use of new knowledge and skills, and student learning
outcomes. When planning a professional learning experience, he suggests
starting at level five to determine the desired student learning outcomes and
working backward since the decisions made at each level directly influence the
following. For example, the participants’ initial reaction to the experience (level
one) will directly affect their learning of needed knowledge and skills (level 2).
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The most effective planning processes begin with setting clear student learning
outcomes and the sources of data needed as evidence. By adhering to the five
levels, you obtain the evidence needed to support your evaluation of the PD
(Guskey, 2002; Guskey, 2016).
Conclusion
Improving student performance is the core of PD. However, increasing
teachers’ pedagogical knowledge and instructional skills must come first. The
studies of Lippitt (1987), Guskey (1985, 1991, 2002, 2003), Hattie (2012), and
others highlight the importance of effective professional development. According
to A Nation at Risk (1986) and Teachers Know Best: Teachers’ Views on
Professional Development (2014), transferring and applying new professional
learning to the classroom in order to advance students in academics is a great
responsibility of educators that has been overlooked for decades.

Purpose of Current Study
The purpose of this project was to gain insight to a district’s current
perceptions of PD. With the implementation of a new district-wide PD model,
Teachers Intentionally Learning Together (TILT), understanding educators’ views
of will help shape the future of professional learning within the district.
Customarily, PD is a lecture-style, one-time workshop or training completed
during the summer. Teachers Intentionally Learning Together, is a move toward
utilizing the expertise within the district to provide on-going, often job-embedded,
professional learning from fellow teachers that transforms professional learning.
This progression is more than shifting the format of PD. Furthermore, it involves
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assessing the influence of professional learning on teacher practice and student
achievement.
Collectively, the research points to the fact that PD is only one factor that
influences teacher practice and beliefs. For instance, personal educational
experiences, administration support, and witnessing student improvement play
major roles in whether a teacher commits to a change in the classroom. Many
educators would fall under the adage “seeing is believing,” meaning they need to
see the positive effects of the change prior to fully committing it.
This study focuses primarily on educators’ experiences with professional
development and the influence on their practice and student achievement.
Specifically, this study aims to answer the following questions:
Research Question 1: What is the current reality of educators’ perceptions
of professional development?
Research Question 2: Does the district model for professional
development lead to change in teacher practice and beliefs?
Research Question 3: Does the district model for professional
development influence student achievement?

Methods
The mixed method research design for this study included qualitative data
obtained from one-on-one interviews and quantitative data presented in
benchmark assessment reports. Surveys provided data of both methods.
Qualitative data focused on participants’, facilitators’, and administrators’
perceptions of year one implementation of TILT. Quantitative data, derived from
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two years of spring assessment data and specific survey questions, focused on
the growth of student achievement as well as educators’ experiences with PD.
Context
This study took place in the southeast region of the United States. The
rural school district has a student population of about 8,440 and 532 certified
teachers. Within this district, 66.7% of students classify as free lunch and 5.8%
of students as reduced lunch. Both percentages are above the state averages.
The average years of teaching experience in the district is 10.8 years with 68.1%
of teachers holding a master’s degree or higher.
Participants
The participants in this study included a total of 73 educators and 1,207
students. Sixty-seven educators varying in years of experience, grade level and
subject taught, and position held completed a survey distributed to all district
employees. Interviews conducted included six educators: one elementary
administrator, one secondary administrator, two elementary teachers, and two
secondary teachers. Benchmark assessment data obtained included 558
elementary students from one elementary school and 649 middle school students
from one middle school. (High school students were not involved in this study
because benchmark data was only available for 2nd through 8th grades.)
Materials
Survey
All district certified employees received an email (Appendix A) containing
the Qualtrics survey, Teacher-Led Professional Development and Its Influence
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on Teacher Practice and Student Achievement (Appendix C). The questions
varied in format including multiple choice, dichotomous with a middle response
category, open ended, and Likert scale questions. The seventeen-question
survey provided data on educator demographics and educators’ perceptions of
and experiences with PD. Sixty-seven participants answered questions that
stemmed from Thomas Guskey’s 5 Levels of Professional Development (2000).
Guskey believed that in order to assess PD thoroughly, evidence on participants’
reactions, participants’ learning, organization support and change, participants’
use of new knowledge and skills, and student learning outcomes is required.
The survey, adapted from Cave’s doctoral dissertation (2013), addressed each
level.
Interviews
The six interviews accommodated the participants’ schedule and lasted 30
to 50 minutes. Five interview questions (Appendix E) provided information on the
impact of the new district PD model, TILT. Administrators, teacher-facilitators,
and teacher-participants shared their views on the first year of implementation of
TILT and its influence on the district, their practice, and students. Although both,
the survey and interview questions, directly connected to Guskey’s 5 Levels of
Professional Development, the interviews allowed for more elaborate responses
from the participants.
Benchmark Assessment Results
The company TE21, Inc. (n.d.), which stands for Training and Education in
the 21st Century, provides high-quality assessments and comprehensive data to
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school districts to inform instruction. Specifically, the CASE Benchmark
Assessments contributed to this study. De-identified student data provided by
TE21 organized reading and math data on district-wide assessments for two
consecutive years. One elementary school and one middle school’s data is used
to examine the student academic growth from spring 2017 to spring 2018. The
projected percent proficient score provides a projection in reference to the state
assessment. District and school averages offered a comparative reference for
each grade level.
Procedure
Upon receiving a letter of approval (Appendix F) from the Chief
Instructional Officer at the district and approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) and Western Kentucky University (WKU), creating and distributing a
survey to evaluate professional learning in the district was priority. Qualtrics
(2018), a research company that offers its online resources world-wide, provided
the platform for creating the survey and housing the anonymous data. All
certified district employees received an e-mail with a link to Qualtrics and the
Teacher-Led Professional Development and Its Influence on Teacher Practice
and Student Achievement survey. Prior to beginning the survey, participants
read the Implied Consent Document (Appendix B). The survey remained open
for two months and received 115 responses, with 67 completed surveys.
Qualtrics processed the data and organized it in reports for analysis. Questions
formed groups based on the 5 Levels of Professional Development (Guskey,
2000): participant demographics, participants’ reactions, participants’ learning,
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organization support and change, participants’ use of new knowledge and skills,
and student learning outcomes.
The process of interviews began with six district educators (one
elementary administrator, one secondary administrator, two elementary teachers,
and two secondary teachers) simultaneously with the active survey. To seek out
uniformity of perceptions, the decision was to select interviewees from within one
elementary school and one middle school. All interviewees signed an Informed
Consent Document and responded to the same set of interview questions
(Appendix E).
The services of TE21 provided scored CASE Benchmark Assessments
and reports from 2017-2018 school year to the district. Scores from 2016-2017
were already housed by the District Assessment Coordinator. Spring 2018 and
spring 2017 assessment data provided evidence for student growth.
Data Analysis
After transcribing and methodically reading each interview, preliminary
trends developed. Following Saldana’s suggestions (2016), data was organized
by distinguishable codes and provided analysis that is more straightforward.
Consolidating the data into four major categories and defining each category left
21 codes. The process of looking for supporting data for each code began.
Supportive data from the survey was added to appropriate codes. Survey
questions and interview questions originated from the same source and showed
strong correlations among the data. However, some codes, which had become
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preliminary themes, lacked additional support from the survey and benchmark
data. Discussion of all themes is to come.
The services of TE21 contributed greatly to this study and provided validity
in their analysis of student assessment data. They not only created and
evaluated the district-wide benchmark assessments, but also delivered thorough
reports for each. The reports used for this study, organized grade level
performance and included data from all eight elementary schools and both
middle schools. The decision to choose the elementary school and middle
school of whose administrator and teachers participated in the interviews was
intentional in order to highlight any relationship between interview and
benchmark data. Triangulating support for themes was the purpose of this
decision.

Findings and Discussion
In researching PD and its influence on teacher practice and student
achievement, three underling questions arise. First, what is the current reality of
educators’ perceptions of professional development? Second, does the district
model for PD lead to change in teacher practice and beliefs? Third, does the
district model for PD influence student achievement? Data gathered when
addressing each subordinate question brought forth four themes: (a) past
experiences mold beliefs and practices, (b) coherence throughout a system
clarifies expectations, (c) individualized professional learning leads to authentic
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change in practice, and (d) professional development influences the entire
system.
Past Experiences Shape Beliefs and Practices
Past experiences shape beliefs and practices refers to educators’ prior
educational experiences and how they influence their beliefs and instructional
decisions. Interview and survey data strongly support this theme. When
interviewed, D.S. shared that “For me, when we were told we had to go to TILT,
we probably all just rolled our eyes like there was something else we had to do.”
Mirroring this thought, survey data demonstrated that only 55% feel that PD was
time well spent. Reinforcing this belief, Teachers Know Best: Teachers’ Views
on Professional Development (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2014) 29% of
educators are highly satisfied with the current professional development models.
Additionally, M.S. noted that as an administrator she “would set up our 24
hours (for professional development) and we would dictate what we thought you
needed. A lot of times it turned into compliance pieces.” According to the
survey, 58% of participants said they commit to new teaching strategies learned
through PD and 55% make long lasting changes to their teaching practice
because of attending a PD.
As determined by Guskey (1985) as well as Opfer and Pedder (2015),
teachers require more than exposure to new knowledge and skills to change
practice. Commitment to change comes after seeing positive outcomes
firsthand. Traditional, one-time PD experiences only bring awareness in new
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knowledge and strategies. Transfer of these skills to the classroom require
further coaching and support (Stewart, 2014).
Coherence throughout a System Supports a Shared Vision
Coherence throughout a system supports a shared vision indicates that
educators see the connections among the pieces of the system. When asked
about district PD, 88% of respondents said they were aware of the goals of TILT,
91% said it was linked to overall school improvement and increased student
achievement, and 72% said it was related to the teacher evaluation system.
Overwhelmingly, interviewees felt TILT streamlined things within the district.
M.S. stated, “For the first time ever, I would say there is a common thread tied
throughout professional learning and connected to the PGP (Professional Growth
Plan) and PGES (Professional Growth Evaluation System). Teachers don’t need
another separate piece. This tied it all together.” Charlotte Danielson’s
Framework for Teaching (2011) is the foundation for teachers’ PGP. With this as
the guide for the state, all professional development should remain coherent and
support educators’ growth. In ESEA’s definition, “professional development
means activities that…are aligned with and directly related to academic goals of
the school…” (2018, p.396).
Without a shared vision, there will be confusion (Knoster, 1991; Lippitt,
1987). Connecting the pieces with a “common thread” supports a shared vision
throughout the system. As Reynolds et al. (2006), Smith (2001), and Watson
(2014) all found, a shared vision is necessary to transform professional
development and provide intrinsic motivation for teachers to learn and grow.
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Individualized Professional Learning Leads to Authentic Change in Practice
Individualized professional learning leads to authentic change in practice
implies that teachers will commit to change if what they experience through PD is
meaningful and relevant to them. TILT allowed teachers to choose the PD
session(s) of interest and that connected to their PGP. As K.N. mentioned,
“teachers were able to get what they needed in each session…because TILT
was tailored to them specifically.” Interviewee L.B. stated, “As a teacher, it gave
me more of what I needed versus ‘here is an umbrella that you are all fitting
under today because we feel like everyone needs this.’” Likewise, at the same
school, administrator M.S. indicated, “I just love to make sure that when we do a
training with our teachers that they have a pocket to put it in. What I mean by
that is it goes with what they are doing. It’s not extra; it’s not something they’re
going to put on a shelf.”
When asked specifically about their attitudes and beliefs, 82% said
meaningful PD experience influences their practice in a positive way. However,
survey data revealed that 1.5% of teachers feel like they have no say in what PD
they attend. Instead, 48% feel that the decisions about PD offerings is up to a
combination of people, which may include district-level and school-level
administration. The third principle of effective PD as defined by NPEAT focuses
on teachers’ ability to identify their needs and the development of which they
want to experience (Desimone et al., 2002), which ranks ninth on Guskey’s
analysis of thirteen lists of effective characteristics of PD (2003). When teachers
dictate what PD they attend based on relevance to their growth needs and
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interest, the experience becomes meaningful and relevant leading to authentic
change in practice. “When you think about professional learning, it is about you
personally” (J.A.).
Professional Development Influences the Entire System
Professional development influences the entire system represents the
impact PD has on the district, schools, teachers, and students. According to
survey data, 66% believed that PD has a positive impact on the district as a
whole, with 84% saying that district-level administration recognized PD as
extremely important. D.S. points out that “TILT has unified our district” and
“Maybe this (TILT) will allow us to put an umbrella over the whole district. The
idea is that we are all successful.”
At the school level, 61% believe that PD has a positive impact on the
culture and climate in their school and 84% agree that school administration
recognize PD as extremely important. Brown & Militello (2016) and Zimmerman
(2003) reference the power that principals hold when it comes to PD, changing
teacher practice, and improving student performance. Because of a specific
TILT strand, T.L. shared that “we do not have any new teachers that we are
letting go of this year, and in the past I would not have said that. So, kudos to
that.” Out of those surveyed, 91% agree that TILT is linked to overall school
improvement.
The most frequently mentioned effective characteristic discovered in
Guskey’s analysis was the enhancement of teachers’ content and pedagogic
knowledge. Supporting this, the survey data indicates that 74% of educators go
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back and try new strategies, 81% of educators implement new instructional
practices, and only 55% of educators say it has made a lasting impact on their
teaching. Participant D.S. reflected on her year prior to and after TILT. “This
year, after going through TILT, I can see a huge difference in my classroom
management, which allows me to teach better. Rather than constantly dealing
with behavior, I am able to teach more.”
The perception of student impact varies between qualitative and quantitative
sources. Results from the survey point toward noticeable increases in student
academic and behavior outcomes. Question 17 (below) specifically addresses
the influence on students.
Generally, my professional development impacts my students in the following
ways:


positively impacts their students learning-70%



increases student achievement-53%



students are more engaged-63%



students are more involved in their own learning-58%



classroom management has increased-48%



student achievement has improved on state or district assessments45%



student achievement has improved on classroom assessments-52%



student confidence as learners has increased-55%

However, some of the data collected revealed contradictions between CASE
benchmark data and teacher perceptions.
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Math and Reading benchmark assessments are given to students in
grades two through eight. In 2017-2018, McCain Elementary School had a
school Projected Percent Proficient (PPP) mean of 64.2 on the math benchmark
assessment, meaning that 64.2% of students were projected to score proficient
or better on the end-of-the-year state assessment. The following year, the
school’s PPP average dropped to 55.02%. Although McCain Elementary School
remained above the district mean in math and reading both years, student
achievement dropped. McCain Elementary School’s PPPs are organized by
grade level in Table 1 and Table 2. District PPP averages are included for
reference.
Table 1. McCain Elementary School Math PPP Benchmark
Grade
level
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

2016-2017
2016-2017
2017-2018
2017-2018
PPP (school) PPP (district) PPP (school) PPP (district)
73.1
51.1
60.7
46.8
50.9
42.7
54.9
43.0
70.7
45.1
52.7
38.2
68.9
45.1
55.4
38.0
57.4
39.6
51.4
37.1
64.2
44.72
55.02
40.62

Table 2. McCain Elementary School Reading PPP Benchmark
Grade
level
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

2016-2017
2016-2017
2017-2018
2017-2018
PPP (school) PPP (district) PPP (school) PPP (district)
57.4
45.5
61.7
40.2
49.1
44.3
44.3
36.9
55.2
39.5
46.4
40.8
56.3
46.4
57.9
52.7
56.4
47.3
55.7
44.9
54.88
44.6
53.2
43.1
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The state assessment determines student growth by tracking students
from grade to grade. Math students who were in 2nd grade in 2016-2017 dropped
18.2% in 3rd grade. In fact, 3rd graders in 2016-2017 was the only group of math
students that showed an increase in PPP the subsequent year. Elementary
administrator M.S. shared that “the area I love the most is reading. So that is
where my passion is. That is mainly what I do in my job. I think I would say that I
also serve as a reading coach as well as I do assistant principal duties.”
Interestingly, reading PPP showed less regression the second year. PPP scores
for subsequent years are organized in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3. McCain Elementary School Math Year’s Growth
Grade level in
2016-2017
2
3
4
5

2016-2017
PPP
73.1
50.9
70.7
68.9

2017-2018
PPP
54.9
52.7
55.4
51.4

Subsequent
year’s growth
-18.2
1.8
-15.3
-17.5

Table 4. McCain Elementary School Reading Year’s Growth
Grade level in
2016-2017
2
3
4
5

2016-2017
PPP
57.4
49.1
55.2
56.3

2017-2018
PPP
44.3
46.4
57.9
55.7
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Subsequent
year’s growth
-13.1
-2.7
2.7
0.6

Secondary administrator T.L. noted, “This biggest impact I have noticed is
in our math department, for sure…We are seeing more of our students on grade
level in math.” Math PPP averages for grades seven and eight are both below
the district averages. However, the school narrowed the gap in 2017-2018.
Reading PPP grade level averages improved in the second year falling above the
district mean. Math and Reading PPP averages for Rogers Middle School and
the district are organized in Table 5 and Table 6.
Table 5. Rogers Middle School Math PPP Benchmark
Grade
level
7
8
Mean

2016-2017
2016-2017
2017-2018
2017-2018
PPP (school) PPP (district) PPP (school) PPP (district)
40.7
39.0
28.2
29.2
25.7
34.5
35.1
34.9
33.2
36.75
31.65
32.05

Table 6. Rogers Middle School Reading PPP Benchmark
Grade
level
7
8
Mean

2016-2017
2016-2017
2017-2018
2017-2018
PPP (school) PPP (district) PPP (school) PPP (district)
53.7
51.1
41.8
36.0
43.3
47.1
44.2
43.2
48.5
49.1
43
39.6

Middle schools in this district consist only of 7th and 8th grades. For this
reason, only one group of students can be tracked for growth. Seventh grade
math students scored a PPP of 40.7 in 2016-2017. The following year, math
PPP declined by 5.6 resulting in a PPP of 35.1 in 2017-2018. Reading PPP
declined by 9.5 the second year from 53.7 to 44.2. Data for this one group of
students is not organized into a table.
The data presented above are evidence for the disconnect between
teacher perceptions and reality of the influence of PD on student achievement.
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Administrators priorities effect the influence on student achievement. Ultimately,
it depends on the type of PD in which the teacher participated and transfer of
knowledge and skills into the classroom.
Conclusion
The core of this research project was to determine if PD influences
teacher practice and student performance. Based on literature and research, PD
influences teacher practice, however it is not the only factor contributing to
changes in teacher practice and beliefs. The influence of PD on student
achievement is undetermined through this study. Teacher perceptions point
toward improved student performance outcomes, yet assessment data from this
study does not confirm that notion.
Limitations
A shift in district PD is not the only factor influencing the district, schools,
teacher practice, and student achievement. In the first year of TILT, the district
adopted and fully implemented new reading and mathematics curricula. Also,
the district is close to a military base and experiences great student and teacher
turnover. Unfamiliarity with new curricula and fluidity of students and staff may
have impacted the results of this study.
Future Research
For more comprehensive conclusions on the influence of TILT district
wide, additional data would be valuable. Interviews extended to all other school
administrators and teachers, including high school, would provide multiple
perceptions to either support or contradict themes. Additionally, CASE
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Benchmark Assessment data from all elementary and middle schools as well as
state assessment data from the corresponding school years would provide
evidence of the influence PD has on student achievement. For evidence on the
influence on student achievement at the high school level, data such as
classroom assessments, end-of-course assessments, and ACT scores could be
used to measure student growth. It is conceivable to consider student behavior
documents, such as office referrals, as a measure of influence as well.
Ultimately, extending this study over the next year or more to include these data
sources would provide more comprehensive conclusions.
Based on interview data, three additional preliminary themes arose: PD
with longer duration, PD that is job-embedded, and collaboration among all
stakeholders. However, supporting data from the survey results and benchmark
assessments were lacking. Further research and exploration of these
preliminary themes would be interesting and beneficial to the district since TILT
embodies all three.
Additionally, the correlation between principal’s priorities and student
achievement was evident through this study. The elementary administrator had
a reading background, therefore had a passion for supporting reading in her
building. The middle school administrator, with a physical education background,
knew mathematics was an area of growth in his building and pushed for support
for that department. In both of these isolated schools, the building-level
administrators’ priorities had an influence on student achievement. The
benchmark data gathered showed improvement in reading over math at the
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elementary level and just the opposite at the middle school. Inclusion of all
administrators’ previous teaching experience and building-level priorities would
be insightful when examining the correlation to growth in corresponding content
areas.
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APPENDIX A
Good morningI am completing a research project for my Elementary Education Specialist degree at
Western Kentucky University. The focus of my project is professional development and
how it influences teacher practice. I would greatly appreciate it if you could take about
10 - 15 minutes to complete this anonymous survey.
https://wku.co1.qualtrics.com/professionaldevelopmentquestionnaire_CCPS

Thank you,

Jettie Payne
District Math Coach
Christian County Public Schools

Christian County Public Schools
Our Vision: “Transform the educational environment to meet the ongoing demands of
21st Century learning so that all students are engaged in a high quality, equitable
education and are prepared for community and global responsibilities.”
Our Mission: “Create an educational culture of continuous growth through shared
partnerships and responsibilities.”
Notice of Confidentiality
This email, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential information that is legally
privileged and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are notified that any review, use, disclosure,
distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of
the original message.
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APPENDIX C
Teacher-Led Professional Development and Its Influence on Teacher Practice
and Student Achievement
1. Total number of years teaching (including this year)
a. 1-3 years
b. 4-9 years
c. 10-14 years
d. 15-19 years
e. 20-24 years
f. 25-30 years
g. 30 + years
2. Total number of years teaching in this school district (including this year)
a. 1-3 years
b. 4-9 years
c. 10-14 years
d. 15-19 years
e. 20-24 years
f. 25-30 years
g. 30 + years
3. Grade level currently teaching (check all that apply)
a. K-2
b. 3-5
c. 6-8
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d. 9-12
4. Subject or content area that you teach: ____________________
5. I am aware of the goals of my district’s Professional Development Plan
(TILT).
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not sure
6. My district’s Professional Development Plan is linked to overall school
improvement and increased student achievement.
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not sure
7. My districts Professional Development Plan is related to the teacher
evaluation system.
a. Yes
b. No
c. Not sure
8. Professional development in my district is offered: (check all that apply)
a. During the school day
b. Before and/or after school
c. On growth and professional days
d. At the beginning of the school year
e. During my summer
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f. On my lunch or planning
g. On weekends
h. In the evenings
i.

Online

j.

Other

9. Please list any other types of professional development experiences you
have had that are not mentioned on the previous page. ______________
10. Who decides the content of professional development in your district?
a. District level administration
b. Building/school level administration
c. Grade level or department chairperson
d. Professional development committee
e. Teachers
f. Combination of people
g. Other
11. Please list the topics of the last three professional development
opportunities offered to you by your school district in which you
participated: (i.e., technology, learning styles, brain research,
differentiation, etc.)
12. Statement: Professional development in my school district:
a. Meets my needs
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion
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oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

b. Is non-threatening
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

c. Is offered at a time convenient for me
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

d. Is time well spent
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

e. Is offered by instructors who are knowledgeable and effective
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

f. Is generally a positive experience
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

13. Statement: Because of professional development, I have learned:
a. Practical instructional strategies
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

b. New knowledge and skills
o Strongly
agree

o Agree
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c. The theory behind the practice
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

d. New concepts connected to prior knowledge
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

14. Statement: Professional development in my school district:
a. has a positive impact on the organization as a whole
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

b. has a positive impact on the culture and climate in my school
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

c. is often conducted during the school day
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

d. leads to in-service credit or stipend
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

e. is recognized as being extremely important by board of education
district administration
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o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

f. is recognized as being extremely important by building
administrators
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

g. is recognized as being extremely important by my colleagues
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

h. is recognized as being extremely important by myself
o Strongly
agree

i.

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

is recognized as being extremely important by parents
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

15. Statement: After I have participated in a professional development
experience, I usually:
a. Go back and experiment or practice with new instructional
strategies
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

b. Implement/apply new instructional practices
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oStrongly
disagree

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

c. Become committed to new teaching strategies
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

d. Note positive changes in my teaching
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

e. Make long lasting changes in my teaching
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

16. Statement: Generally, my professional development impacts my students
in the following ways:
a. It makes a positive impact on my students’ learning
o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

b. Student acheivment increases

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

c. Students are more engaged in learning

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

d. Students are more involved in their own learning

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

e. Classroom management has improved

o Strongly
agree
f.

o Agree

o No
opinion

Student achievement has risen on state or district assessments
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o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

g. Student achievement has risen on teacher or classroom assessments

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

h. Students’ confidence as learners has improved

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

17. Statement: As a result of professional development, my attitudes and beliefs
about teaching and learning change when:
a. The experience was meaningful to me

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

b. I learned practical instructional strategies

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

c. My teaching becomes more effective

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

d. I am more efficient or productive as a teacher

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

e. I’ve enjoyed the experience

o Strongly
agree
f.

o Agree

I become empowered in new ways

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

g. I have learned to meet the various needs of all of my students

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

h. It has a positive impact on my student behavior
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oStrongly
disagree

o Strongly
agree
i.

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

My students become more actively engaged in learning

o Strongly
agree
j.

o Agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

I can see a positive impact on student achievement

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

k. It impacts my annual performance evaluations positively

o Strongly
agree
l.

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

I receive positive feedback from my supervisor

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

o No
opinion

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree

m. My efforts are recognized

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

n. I feel proud of my accomplishments

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion

o. It connects to district needs and overall school improvement

o Strongly
agree

o Agree

o No
opinion
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oDisagree

oStrongly
disagree
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APPENDIX E
Interview Questions
1) Tell me about yourself.
2) How did TILT impact professional learning in your district?
3) How did you use/apply the success criteria for your sessions/for your
teachers?
4) How did professional learning this year impact your students?
5) Is there anything else you would like to tell me in regard to professional
learning or TILT?
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